'Sports anaemia' often occurs in persons making intensive training, above all in runners or joggers [1]. As compensatory mechanism oxygen delivery to the tissues was demonstrated to be increased in these persons [2], yet its causes remain unclear. In our study we investigated the red blood cell (RBC) indices and the adaptation to exercise by means of the 2,3-di-phosphoglycerate (2,3-DPG) red cell contents and P50 levels in a group of runners. 24 non-smoking male well-trained runners (age: 21-43 years) were examined. Training consisted of 5-6 times/week running over an 11-miles crosscountry course. After exercise, blood samples were obtained. A comparable number of healthy untrained volunteers (age: 16-47 years) was used as the control group. RBC indices were obtained from Hemalog 8. The red cell 2,3-DPG levels were determined with enzymatic assay (Sigma); whole blood P50 was measured using mixing technique [3]. The results are summarized in table I. In the runners, 2,3-DPG red cell content was significantly higher than in controls, while P50 values were not significantly different. RBC indices revealed both a significant decrease of RBC count and an increase of MCV in the runner group. Hb. PCV, MCH, and MCHC were not statistically different. In our runners both the Hb and the PCV levels, utilized as criteria for anaemia [4], were in the normal range. The failure to find in these subjects the 'sports anaemia' could be related to the fact that blood samples were obtained after training, and therefore with a possible relative increase of RBC, Hb, and PCV due to exercise dehydration [5] . Nevertheless, the runners had a higher 2,3-DPG RBC content than controls, as previously observed [2]. This aspect may be caused by an increase of the erythropoietic activity compensating for a mild haemolysis. Such events could induce an increase of the number of young RBC with a mean enhancement of some glycolytic substrates, such as 2,3-DPG. This hypothesis may be suggested by the significant increase of the MCV in the runners. Finally, the failure to find an increase of P50 in runners could be attributed to a greater than normal oxygen extraction by an improvement of mitochondria activity, as previously suggested [2]. Table I . Haematological data in the runners and in the controls RBC Hb
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